May 5 Election Pits Friedlander Against Knipes for Council President

Richard Friedlander
By ARTIE COHEN

1966-67 was a year of great transition. It produced three new schedules, a staggered lunch period, and the mystery of the wandering homeroom. It was a year which was spent growing accustomed to these changes but next year it will be a year of action. Your Council will play a major part in the "new look" Milne. Your Council President must be a person who is known and respected by both students and faculty. I know my candidate, Rich Friedlander, possesses the respect and influence necessary to keep Milne moving ahead.

As a member of the Student Faculty Committee the past two years, a Student Council representative for three years, a member of the Career Series Committee, and Student Supervision Review Board Committee, a Varsity Bowler, and a J.V. Basaballer for two years, Rich has demonstrated his versatility and leadership qualities. Being active in these school organizations has given Rich the knowledge necessary to lead your Student Government to success. Rich has been a student at Milne for five years and he has seen various needs and wants of the entire student body. My candidate, Rich Friedlander, possesses the respect and influence necessary to keep Milne moving ahead.

As a member of the Student Faculty Committee the past two years, a Student Council representative for three years, a member of the Career Series Committee, and Student Supervision Review Board Committee, a Varsity Bowler, and a J.V. Basaballer for two years, Rich has demonstrated his versatility and leadership qualities. Being active in these school organizations has given Rich the knowledge necessary to lead your Student Government to success. Rich has been a student at Milne for five years and he has seen various needs and wants of the entire student body. My candidate, Rich Friedlander, possesses the respect and influence necessary to keep Milne moving ahead.

Yes, Junior High, There Is a Vote!

According to the Milne Student Council Constitution, Article II, Section C, "Students in the seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades may vote for Council candidates."

Will Herkovitz or Beecher be Treasurer?
By CAROL GRAHAM

A Student Council Treasurer should possess the qualities that enable him to skillfully discharge his bookkeeping duties and, at the same time, serve as an effective representative of the student body. Sandy Herkovitz would be this kind of treasurer.

As her class representative on G.A.A. Council, Sandy has consistently demonstrated her dependability. When asked to head a decoration committee, speak to a faculty member, or supervise a playday activity, Sandy willingly shoulders the responsibility involved and carries through with her assignment successfully.

Sports activities demand individual, team effort, and sportsmanship. As a participant in three varsity sports, bowling, softball, and field hockey, Sandy has shown these qualities. Her concern for the welfare of the group proves that she would serve ably as a representative for the interests of the entire student body. Being a member of three teams also means attending regular practice sessions which can be dreary and demanding, but Sandy's attendance record proves that as a Student Council Treasurer she would not shirk the routine job of bookkeeping, though it, too, involves time, energy, and hard work.

The work necessary to handle three accounts as Student Council Treasurer would not be difficult for Sandy to handle. She is a student in the Advanced Placement Math Program and maintains an overall scholastic average of 3.2. As treasurer of her business class, she became acquainted with the workings of Milne's financial system.

With your vote, move Sandy Herkovitz out from behind the scenes into the position of leadership which she is so well qualified to fulfill. A vote for Sandy is a vote for the best possible Student Council Treasurer and the best possible representative of your interests.

Bradford Knipes
By BARRY PRESS

just what exactly goes into making a president? Is there a standardized, powdered formula to which we add water? Do we just pour a few adjectives on the order of sincere, trustworthy, loyal, and experienced into a bowl and stir gently?

The most important characteristic possessed by an administrator is the ability to keep those people in supporting positions working effectively. He cannot allow friendship to stand between a job well done, and a job medium rare. Experience in the understanding of human beings deserves primary consideration in the selection of an individual to fill the office of president. Bradford is one person with this all-important qualification.

Honest concern is another attribute that marks the personality of Brad Knipes. More strict attendance at meetings is no assurance of interest, and neither is affiliation with many diverse committees, for there are various motivations behind these actions.

Brad's honest concern in general government most recently manifested itself in his attendance as an observer at the Citizenship Education Conference at Syracuse University, where some of our society's more prominent political problems were discussed.

A new approach to an old situation is not only refreshing, but very effective. Milne is Brad's third home in the world of secondary education, and his previous encounters with student government, as practiced in other schools, give him a broader range of experience relating to the functions of our student governmental system.

If there's still room in government for sincere interest and a new outlook, then there is room for Brad Knipes in your government.

Jim Beecher

Likes Nothing Better Than the Feeling of a Greasy Bill On His Fingertips!

Jim Beecher
Otty Runs in Vice-Presidential Race with Golden

Richard Otty
By BARRY RICHTER

During 1966-67, Milne's Student Council pioneered in the formation of a new type of school supervision—the Supervisory Review Board. Similarly, I am sure that next year's Student Council will also leave its mark in the form of outstanding leadership and government. However, the sign of an active council is active officers—the officers you elect. Thus the fate of the Student Council is ultimately in your hands.

In selecting a vice president for next year's Student Council, you will be asked to carefully evaluate each candidate. Richard Otty's qualifications will prove that he is the best man for this office. He has proved his leadership abilities in three years of holding class presidency, exhibited his reliability as both a basketball and baseball player, and demonstrated his skill in working with deadlines as a writer for the Crimson and White.

For a fast moving council you need a quick-thinking vice-president who can readily devote time to all meetings affiliated with the organization. Rick has promised to sacrifice all the time necessary to serve you best. No one will be more sincere in his efforts to help you than Richard Otty.

Linda Wyatt Is Secretary Hopeful

By LAURA HARRIS

... And that concludes our tour of the Milne School. I hope all of you Martian visitors enjoyed it. Just a minute! There's someone we didn't show you—Linda Wyatt!

—write exercises?

What's a Linda Wyatt? Linda Wyatt's one of the best things that ever happened to Milne!

—prayov jyly?

Linda Wyatt's a candidate for secretary of the Student Council.

—gyx?

Why is she running? Because she likes it and is interested in her fellow students and wants to make Milne a better school! Linda's a conscientious and responsible person. She's a very friendly girl who gets along well with everyone.

—qwoekol yfuy?

Oh yes, the secretary of the Student Council has a big job, but Linda can handle it. She is known for her efficiency in her studies, for she knows how to make the most of her time.

—gyos ihuj?

Linda does well in her schoolwork, and usually makes the Honor Roll. Both students and teachers recognize her easiness and her "try harder" spirit.

—tyfrwqao If schoolgott?

Linda cares a great deal about Milne. She is very active in extracurricular activities such as National Honor Society, Quin, Ski Club, and Milnettes. Outside of school, Linda is a patrol leader in her Senior Girl Scout troop, and a member of her church's Youth Fellowship. However, Linda feels that she will be able to devote the necessary time to the council.

—ric!

What does that mean?

VOTE for LINDA WYATT!